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	Modern day society relies on the operation of complex systems including aircraft, automobiles,

	electric power systems, economic entities, business organizations, banking

	and finance systems, computer networks, manufacturing systems, and industrial processes,

	Decision and control are responsible for ensuring that these systems perform

	properly and meet prescribed performance objectives, The safe, reliable, and efficient

	control of these systems is essential for our society, Therefore, automatic decision

	and control systems are ubiquitous in human engineered systems and have had an

	enormous impact on our lives. As modern systems become more complex and performance

	requirements more stringent, improved methods of decision and control

	are required that deliver guaranteed performance and the satisfaction of prescribed

	goals.





	Feedback control works on the principle of observing the actual outputs of a system,

	comparing them to desired trajectories, and computing a control Signal based

	on that error, which is used to modify the performance of the system to make the

	actual output follow the desired trajectory. The optimization of sequential decisions

	or controls that are repeated over time arises in many fields, including artificial intelligence,

	automatic control systems, power systems, economics, medicine, operations

	research, resource allocation, collaboration and coalitions, business and finance, and

	games including chess and backgammon. Optimal control theory provides methods

	for computing feedback control systems that deliver optimal performance. Optimal

	controllers optimize user-prescribed performance functions and are normally

	designed offline by solving Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) design equations. This

	requires knowledge of the full system dynamics model. However, it is often difficult

	to determine an accurate dynamical model of practical systems. Moreover, determining

	optimal control policies for nonlinear systems requires the offline solution of

	nonlinear HJB equations, which are often difficult or impossible to solve. Dynamic

	programming (DP) is a sequential algorithmic method for finding optimal solutions in

	sequential decision problems. DP was developed beginning in the 1960s with the work

	of Bellman and Pontryagin. DP is fundamentally a backwards-in-time procedure that

	does not offer methods for solving optimal decision problems in a forward manner in

	real time.
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Autonomous Robots: Modeling, Path Planning, and ControlSpringer, 2008

	It is at least two decades since the conventional robotic manipulators have become a common manufacturing tool for different industries, from automotive to pharmaceutical. The proven benefits of utilizing robotic manipulators for manufacturing in different industries motivated scientists and researchers to try to extend the applications of...
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Microsoft(R) SharePoint(R) 2007 Development UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
When many people first encounter Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS), they are often confused. Out of the box, a lot of people have trouble figuring out what it does and what it’s for. The most important thing to realize about SharePoint is that it isn’t intended to be a complete, off-the-shelf, shrink-wrapped product. Rather,...
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Advances in Multi-Objective Nature Inspired Computing (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010
The purpose of this book is to collect contributions that deal with the use of nature inspired metaheuristics for solving multi-objective combinatorial optimization problems. Such a collection intends to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art developments in this field, with the aim of motivating more researchers in operations research,...
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Quicken 2009: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2008
   Quicken is a convenient way to keep track of personal finances, but many people are unaware of Quicken's power and end up using only the basic features. Sometimes Quicken raises more questions than it answers: Return of capital from stock? Net worth? What are they and why do you need to know about them? Luckily, Quicken 2009:...
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JFK and the Unspeakable: Why He Died and Why It MattersOrbis Books, 2008
BRAND NEW HARDBACKWe can know the essential truth of President John F. Kennedy's assassination. That truth can set us free.

Thanks to the pioneer investigators into President Kennedy's murder, the truth-telling of many witnesses, and a recent flood of documents through the JFK Records Act, the truth is available. Not only can the...
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UML 2 ToolkitJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The authoring of this book coincides with the final review of the UML 2 proposal; therefore, we did not have the benefit of UML 2–compliant tools. This book focuses on good modeling with UML, relying on the UML 2 features that make sense logically. While we looked at a few early versions of tools, we did not find the support for features we...
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